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CONTENT 

Photo 1

A.

A. Main Base (899797)
 Hardware Pack (500101) 
  1/4-20 x 2” Ram Lock Knob (265775) [INSTALLED]

  (4) Rubber Feet with Screws (532500) [INSTALLED]

B. Ram (268664)

C. Rear Base (378774)

D.  #10-3/4 Phillips Head Screw (649796)

E. Front Cradle (517411)

 Front Cradle Pad (343561) [INSTALLED]

F. Wheel (242117)

B.
C.

D.

E.

ASSEMBLY

STEP 1: Please take a moment to locate all of the parts shown in Photo1. Unpack your rest components onto a level 

 work surface. The only tool you will need to completely assemble your new Pistolero is a Phillips screwdriver.

Thank you for purchasing a Caldwell Pistolero shooting rest.

Step 2:  Removing the front cradle pad from the front cradle

 While holding the assembled front cradle and ram in one hand, carefully pull the corner of the cradle pad with 

 the other hand until cradle pad separates from cradle. (2A)

Step 2A

F.



Step 3:  Installing the front cradle onto the ram

 With the main base sitting right side up, insert the ram into its location. Orient and place the front cradle on 

 top of the ram as shown in (3A.) Fasten the front cradle to the ram using the 3/4” screw (3B). Be careful 

 not to over  tighten the screw.

Step 3A
Step 3B

Step 4:  Installing the front cradle pad onto the front cradle

 While holding the assembled front cradle and ram in one hand, place the front cradle pad on top of the front 

 cradle. Align the protruding bosses on the front cradle pad with the corresponding holes in the front cradle 

 (4A). Carefully, press the front cradle pad into place making sure the bosses fit through the holes in the front 

 cradle and snap into place (4B).

Step 4A Step 4B

Step 5:  Installing the wheel onto the front cradle and ram assembly

 Thread the wheel approximately half way onto 

 the ram as shown in (5A). Step 5A

Step 6:  Installing the rear base

 The rear base has two protrusions that engage into slots on each inside rail of the main base. Hold the

 rear base at an angle with the front edge laying flat against the surface of the main base (6A). Rotate the

 rear base into position so the protrusions are captured by the corresponding slots (6B). Lastly, snap the

 rear base into any of the positioning slots located in the main base (6C).



Step 7:  Completing the Pistolero assembly

 Insert the front cradle assembly into the main base (7A). Thread the 2” ram lock knob into the base until

 you feel it get snug against the ram (7B).

Step 7A
Step 7B

Step 8:  Adjusting your Caldwell Pistolero Rest

 The position of the rear base and the height of the front cradle assembly can be changed to customize the

 Pistolero rest to fit any of your handguns. 

 

 To adjust the rear base, pull up on the handle located on the bottom edge of the rear base to unlock its 

 position (8A). Slide the rear base to the desired location, and lock it into place by snapping it into one of the 

 slots on the main base (8B). 

 Elevation adjustments are made by loosening the ram lock knob and rotating the wheel clockwise or counter-

 clockwise to raise or lower the front cradle assembly. Once the desired elevation has been set, tighten the ram 

 lock knob against the ram and turn the wheel clockwise to lock the assembly into position.

Step 8A Step 8B

Step 6A Step 6B Step 6C


